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Course Description:  
Sixth grade choir introduces the principles and techniques of vocal production, with special attention paid to developing 
the young voice. Students perform at least four concerts during the school year, each with new repertoire. theory basics 
and music history are also infused into the course, broadening the students’ understanding and appreciation of music. 
Students participate in at least two choral concerts and perform in a Spring Choral Festival. 

PERIOD OBJECTIVES 

1st Six Weeks 

 
Students are introduced to healthy vocal production. Exercises and repertoire are introduced to 
develop vocal tone with long, tall vowels, diction, and articulation. Posture and breath control are also 
developed.  Differences between basic vocal registers (head voice, chest voice, falsetto) are also 
introduced. 
 
6.1.1 (A) The student describes and analyzes musical sound and demonstrates musical artistry. The      
student individually demonstrates characteristic vocal timbre. 
 

2nd Six Weeks 

 
Students develop their note and rhythm reading skills. Components of printed music are studied, as 
are musical forms (AB, ABA, rondo form, question and answer, melodic sequences/ patterns). 
Special attention is paid to correct posture and diaphragmatic breathing. Students develop more 
rhythmic accuracy by becoming more comfortable with keeping an internalized pulse.  
 
6.1.1 (B) Use standard terminology in explaining intervals, music notation, musical voices and 
musical performances. 
6.1.1 (C) Identify music forms presented aurally and through music notation.  
6.2.1 (A) Perform independently, with accurate intonation and rhythm, demonstrating fundamental 
skills and basic performance techniques. 
 

3rd Six Weeks 

 
Students will perform music of various styles and cultures using appropriate stylistic techniques, 
phrasing and musical expression. More practice is focused on balance, blend, and intonation within 
vocal sections, and between sections. Students strengthen pitch accuracy and rhythmic stability 
while using appropriate musical expression for the repertoire. Pure and unified vowel formation is 
also practiced. Students give their first choral performance. 
 
6.2.1 (B) Perform expressively, from memory and notation, a varied repertoire of music representing 
styles from diverse cultures. 
6.2.1 (C) Demonstrate appropriate small and large ensemble performance techniques during formal 
and informal concerts. 
 
 

4th Six Weeks 

 
Students learn to sight-read melodies in the keys of C, F, and G major in simple rhythmic meters. 
Students learn to notate melodies and rhythms using basic music symbols. More musical terms are 
introduced, including vocabulary to describe dynamics, tempo, tempo changes, and articulation. 
 
6.2.2 (A) The student reads and writes music notation. Student can sight-read simple music in treble 
and/or other clefs in various keys and meters. 
6.2.2 (B) Uses standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch, and dynamics. 
6.2.2 (C) Identify music symbols and terms referring to dynamics, tempo, and articulation and 
interpret them appropriately when performing. 
 



 

 

5th Six Weeks 

 
Students learn how to write simple melodies, and create rhythmic patterns to accompany 
performance repertoire. More study of simple melodies beginning and ending on the tonic is done. 
Students will continue to compare and contrast music of diverse cultures and musical periods, and 
discuss music’s historical significance. Students learn about amateur and professional musical 
vocations, and how music is used in other arts and media. Students perform at the Spring Choral 
Competition. 
 
6.3.1 (A) Describe aurally-presented music representing diverse styles, periods, and cultures. 
6.3.1 (B)  Describe music-related vocations and avocations. 
6.3.1 (C) Perform music representative of diverse cultures, including American  heritage. 
6.3.1 (D) Relate the other fine arts to music concepts. 
 
 
 

6th Six Weeks 

 
Students at this point will be able to demonstrate the skills of breathing, blend, balance, intonation,  
musical style, etc., and will be able to evaluate their own performances and the performances of 
others. The students will participate in a local state competition where they will have the opportunity 
to experience other group’s performances. They will also perform their final concert of the year. 
 
6.4.1 (A) Identify criteria for evaluating performances. 
6.4.1 (B) Evaluate the quality and effectiveness of music and musical performances. 
6.4.1 (C) Exhibit concert etiquette as an informed, actively involved listener during varied live 
performances. 
 
 

 
 

 


